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- (57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a solution for handling charging and statistics of use of applications in a wireless
© communication network (100) and in particular identifying type of service provided in a safe manner. This is provided by provid-

ing an authenticated application identifier in data packets communicated between user equipment (101) and an application service
(104) in a packet based network (106). This authenticated application identifier is obtained by packet inspection of data packets in
a network gateway (103). Furthermore, use information is stored in a database (105) for statistical and/or charging purposes.



DYNAMIC APPLICATION CHARG ING IDENTI FICATION

TECHN ICAL F IELD

The present invention relates to a solution for handling charging and statistics of use of

applications in a wireless comm unication network and in particular identifying type of

service provided in a secure manner.

BACKGROU ND

Mobile com munications solutions are increasing ly becoming more packet based and

converge towards Internet based applications and users roam packet based networks.

There is also an increasing supply and demand of different types of applications used in

these types of networks and there is an interest to make these applications available also

to mobile comm unication platforms such as smart phones, Internet enabled phones,

laptops and other mobile com puting equipment. However, operators need to control the

data traffic in order to provide good Service of Quality (QoS) and balance this with the

costs of mai ntaining and buildi ng comm unication infrastructure. Operators have an

interest in providing differentiated charg ing depend ing on applications used or type of

com munication traffic; for instance to differentiate between web surfing using htm l based

information , email traffic, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) , gam ing , and other

appl ications/protocols.

Current charg ing solutions , for instance in gateway support nodes, e .g . GGSN , are based

on config uration of the packet identification poi nting out different charg ing identifiers .

Charg ing identifiers are, except for the mobile device identifiers, typically Service Identifier

(S I) and Rating Group (RG) . These charging identifiers are 32bit in length even though

the some solutions only support 4096 sim ultaneous identifiers for the SI.

Manual config uration of rules for applications com plicates the introduction of new third

party services, since a service level ag reement (S LA) need to be negotiated between the

operator and the application provider and new config uration need to be added to the

nodes . To enable fast roll-out of services an automated solution for th is is desired .



SUMMARY

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide solutions that addresses these

problems.

The idea of the invention is to, in a secure way, dynamically identify services based on

identification of given identities in the packets in a flow.

This may for instance be done based on proprietary additions in the HTTP headers,

SMTP headers , IMAP headers or by identification of an application identifier in a URL.

This may for instance be done by the introduction of an application identifier parameter

which takes any su itable value.

The identifier filtered out from the HTTP headers or URL may then be combined with

other identifier(s) given by the matching filtering (packet inspection) rule and then a

uniq ue identifier may be constructed within some use database, such as a statistics log ,

charging log , or charg ing records . This may then be done without changing the

standardized charging format or as vendor specific additions.

The solution accord ing to the present invention use information for statistical purposes,

e .g . to be able to do some kind of revenue sharing , but also adds security to the dynam ic

identification of the services .

Security is obtained by using cryptog raph ic algorithms (authentication) to verify that the

application identifier and other parameters are accurate (e. g. defined as a combination of

URL and Server IP address together with the application identifier) . The authentication

code may for instance be calculated in an application reg istration server and then this

authentication code need to be passed along in the payload traffic (e.g . as another HTTP

header field) from the client device, e.g . a user equipment (UE), so that it may be verified

by a GGS N/PDN-GW/SASN node that performs the charging counting .

This is provided in a number of aspects in which a first is a method for handling

appl ications used in wireless com munications network. The method is executed mainly in

a gateway node in the wireless communications network and comprises the steps of

provid ing access for a user equipment, i.e . UE , to an application server, i.e . APS ,

providing download of an authenticated appl ication , e.g . from the APS , to the UE and



wherein the application is authenticated using an authentication service, provid ing

com munication between a service on a packet data network and the UE using the

application , identifying and authenticating the application used in the service using packet

inspection of communication packets and determining an application identifier and

authentication data located in the packets, determining application statistics relating to the

identified application , and storing the application statistics in a database.

The method may for instance further comprise a step of checking authentication of the

application using a cryptographic algorithm ; for instance by using at least one of an

Internet Protocol , i.e. IP, address, application identifier, and port number in the

cryptographic algorithm , or by using a uniform resource locator, i.e. URL, in the

cryptographic algorithm .

The method may further comprise a step of registering an application in an application

reg istry and/or may further comprise a step of comparing the determined application

identifier and stored application identifiers in an application reg istry related to the

authentication service.

The method may further comprise a step of charging a client related to the UE for traffic

related to the stored application statistics and may further com prise a step of storing

chargi ng data in a charg ing data record , i.e. CDR.

The gateway node may be one of gateway GPRS support node, i.e. GGS N, Packet Data

Network Gateway, i.e . PDN-GW, or service aware support node, i.e . SASN .

The application identifier may be embedded in a protocol header and the protocol may be

at least one of:

HTTP - Hypertext transfer protocol

WAP - wireless application protocol

SIP - session management protocol

MAP - Internet Message Access Protocol

SMTP sim ple mail transfer protocol

POP - post office protocol

FTP - File transfer protocol

Telnet



SDP - Session Description Protocol

RC - Internet Relay Chat

RTP - Real-time transport protocol

RTSP - Real Time Streaming Protocol

Another aspect of the present invention is provided , a node in a com munications network

(100) . The node comprises at least one processor, at least one com puter readable

memory unit, and at least on communications interface. The processor may be arranged

to execute com puter program instruction sets stored in the computer readable memory

unit and using the communications interface for providing access for a user equipment,

i.e . UE, to an application server (104) , i.e . APS, allowing download of an authenticated

application from the APS to the UE, providing communication between a service on a

packet data network and the UE usi ng the application , identifying the application used in

the service using packet inspection of communication packets and determining an

application identifier located in the packets, determining application statistics relati ng to

the identified application , and storing the application statistics in a database.

Furthermore , the present invention may be provided as a system for handling appl ications

used in wireless comm unications network. The system may com prise a node as

exem plified above and a database located separate from the node.

With the solution accordi ng to the present invention several advantages may be identified ;

for instance it is possible to provide statistical information about usage in a packet based

network, provide user data to applications, and also to provide secure information which

may be used in charg ing applications in relation to the usage . The solution may be

implemented easily into existing products with small amendments and may be distributed

as software amendments which provide a cost efficient solution .

BRI EF DESC RIPTI ON OF THE DRAWI NGS

In the fol lowing the invention wil l be described in a non-lim iting way and in more detail

with reference to exemplary embodiments illustrated in the enclosed drawi ngs, in which :

Fig . 1 i l lustrates schematically in a block diag ram a network config uration according to the

present invention ;



Fig . 2 illustrates schematically a method according to the present invention ;

Fig . 3 illustrates schematically a method according to the present invention ; and

Fig . 4 illustrates schematically in a block diagram a device according to the present

invention .

DETAI LED DESCRI PTION OF PREFERRED EMBODI MENTS

In Fig . 1, reference numeral 100 generally denotes a network according to the present

invention . The network comprises core nodes, e.g . a gateway 103, forming part of a core

network in comm unicative connection 108 with an access network 102 and a packet data

network 106, e.g . Internet. An application server (APS) 104 may be provided on the

packet data network. The core network further comprises a database 105 with

com municative connection with the gateway and communicative connection to the packet

data network. User equipment (UE) may communicate wirelessly 107 with the access

network 102 . The network further comprises an authentication service (AUS) 109 used for

authentication purposes as will be shown later in this docu ment. Dependi ng on type of

network config uration , e.g . LTE/SAE, EUTRAN , UTRAN , or GERAN network , the access

network may be differently config ured , for instance with eNodeB or RNC/BSC nodes and

so on as understood by the skilled person . Furthermore, the network also comprises basic

network devices (not shown) such as cabling , routers , switches , and so on form ing a

physical link between the network nodes .

The present invention handles dynamic application identifiers from payload to create

charg ing records. The solution according to the present invention use dynam ic identifier

information to dynam ically create fully 3GPP standard compliant charg ing records by

providing a secure mechanism to identify services without specifically needing to

config ure each of them for packet inspection in the core nodes .

The defin ition of an application identifier may in principle be done in many ways , e.g . the

application identifier is defined as a subset of a 3GPP service identifier (S I, 32-bit) that is

reserved for this purpose. This application identifier may then be encoded for instance as



a string or numeric value for an application protocol header such as for instance an HTTP

header field , e.g . named "Application-I D".

Another way to define application identifiers may be to add the application identifier to a

HTTP-post message that is visible in the URL as for exam ple "?appl-id= 234" .

Protocols that are specially suitable for using the application identifiers in are protocols

that have defined ways to be extended; however other protocols may be used as well and

below are a list of some common protocols used in relation to Internet communication for

which the present solution may be utilized:

- HTTP (Hypertext transfer protocol)

- WAP (wireless application protocol)

- SIP (session management protocol)

- IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol)

- SMTP (simple mail transfer protocol)

- POP (post office protocol)

- FTP (File transfer protocol)

- Telnet

SDP (Session Description Protocol)

- IRC ( Internet Relay Chat) or sim ilar instant text messaging service

- RTP (Real-time transport protocol)

- RTSP (Real Time Streaming Protocol)

It shou ld be noted that the present invention is not lim ited to the above mentioned

protocols. Furthermore , if an application is used in relation to several protocols, all

protocols used will have the application identifier embedded in order to identify the

application and be able to keep track of application usage for later billing and/or statistical

purposes .

If the application identifier is not possible to be , or not selected to be, directly mapped to a

field in a charge data record (CDR) ( like for instance SI that is the best fitting parameter

accord ing to current charging specifications) , mapping tables may be needed , the

application identifier as such may be defined as an extension in the CDR, or the



application identifier may be used together with other parameters as input to any packet

inspection handling .

To verify the security for charg ing , the identification data of the application is preferably

authenticated . This data comprises at least the application identifier and the IP address of

the application server; the latter since it is the only known identity used in the network for

identification of the service, maybe in conjunction with a port. One complication here is

that applications may be in a server farm or load-balanced with DNS over several servers

so that several IP addresses may be possible. One way to go around that problem is that

the application providers uses an iterative solution for registering and/or authenticating a

plurality of IP-addresses in the application registration , e.g . reg ister/authenticate each IP

address for each server providing access to the application service at a time. On the other

hand service redundancy may require IP-networks to be reg istered instead. This kind of

properties may also be defined together with the authentication code to define the way it

should be calculated when authenticating the application . The application is authenticated

by reg istration at an authentication service (AUS) 09 and authentication/identification

data are stored in a database 105 accessible by a gateway. This database may also be

used for storing usage and/or user information accessible by application providers .

If an operator controlled HTTP-proxy is used , the IP address is not needed to be

authenticated , but instead only the URL need to be authenticated .

Several different authentication mechanisms may be supported . If the registration portal

or server is under control of the same organization as the gateway, algorithms with pre-

shared keys may be supported , i.e. both sides have the same key for encrypting and/or

authenticating the application or application session . Otherwise, it is possible to use

solutions with publ ic-key algorithms such as asymmetric algorithms based on RSA,

Elgamal , or Dig ital Signature Algorithm (DSS) , like for instance as used in e .g . PG P

(Pretty Good Privacy) , GPG , and Internet Key Exchange.

With reference to Fig . 2, the following method steps may be performed as part of the

present invention in order to provide useful information to application providers:

201. Application provider develops an appl ication and provides the application at an

application server and the application provider reg isters the application at an



application registration portal/server, e.g . at the authentication service (AUS) 109.

As a result an application identifier and an authorization code are provided ; this

may be done in several different ways , e.g. the application may be extended

automatically with the information , or the numbers are provided to the application

provider that adjusts their application so that it uses the application identifier and

authorization code values in the protocols used for comm unication . This step is

usually performed at a setup time and need not be performed each time the

application us used or accessed ; however, in some circumstances for instance

after update of the application it may be advantageous to re-register the

application - for instance if the authentication of the application is based on a

checksum obtained from the application code or if authentication data is

hardcoded into the application .

Mobile user downloads the application that has the application identifiers and

authentication codes embedded . The APS or some external service may provide

access to the application . The application is not req uired to be downloaded from

the APS , it is enough that the application vendor has reg istered and downloaded

the authentication code for the application . Then the application may be

downloaded directly from a file server holding the application , or even assig ned by

the open Internet community. The im portant th ing is that the authentication code is

covering the application identifier and other fields in the packet that are needed to

properly charge/account/count statistics or whatever that is needed in the SLA

between the operator and the Internet service provider.

Mobile user uses the service provided by the application throug h a gateway, e .g . a

Gateway GPRS support node (GGS N) , service-aware support node (SASN) , or

packet data network GW (PDN-GW) , provided by the operator of the

commu nication network. The invention is not limited to the above mentioned

gateways; other GWs for other accesses may also be supported .

The gateway inspects the traffic troug h packet inspection , such as deep packet

inspection procedures, and identifies that a specific application identifier is used

and the gateway may determ ine the authenticity of the application identifier, for

instance throug h checksum control, at the database 105 , or against the AUS 109;

it should be appreciated that different inspection methods may need to be

supported for all handled protocols . The gateway, e.g . GGSN , then counts the

statistics for this service and stores that in the proper way, e.g . in performance

counters, charg ing data records on disc, or over on-line charg ing protocols.



Furthermore, the solution according to the present invention , may aggregate

statistics from several different services into one or several records, for instance if

the cost rate is the same, the use for different services may be aggregated at least

for charg ing purposes.

205. The statistics of the use is stored in a database indirectly or directly accessible for

application providers and/or the network operator, i.e. under some circumstances

information relating to the use of a particular service may be of interest to obtain

knowledge about in order to provide further service levels of enhanced or

decreased service.

It should be noted that application identifier information may be inserted with a separate

application add-on or plug in program.

The solution according to the present invention involves a core network node 400, e.g . the

GW, as illustrated in Fig . 4 , which com prise a processing unit 401 , a computer readable

storage medium 402, and at least one comm unication interface 404. Optionally the node

400 also com prises a user interface 403. The processing unit is configured to read

instruction sets from the memory and execute these instruction sets of com puter program ,

for handling steps according to the present invention . The processing unit is config ured to

receive and transmit comm unication information on the commu nication interface in turn

connected to other nodes in the infrastructure network, arranged to perform packet

inspection of data packets, and analyze information obtained from the packet inspection in

order to obtain information about applications used , authentication , information , user data

or similar information related to statistics of use of application . The invention also involves

a database node which com prises sim ilar units , i.e. at least one processor, memory, and

comm unication interface. The database information is transm itted to the database as a

comm unication sig nal on a network, e.g. packet based network, such as Ethernet. The

infrastructure network further com prises other network nodes as hig h level nodes, such as

serving support nodes, charging nodes , or other supporting nodes. Furthermore, it shou ld

be understood that the network also com prise low level infrastructure nodes such as

routers , switches , cabling and other physical link nodes . The database node and the

gateway may be incorporated into one node.

It should be noted that with computer program is meant any type of instruction sets that

may be executed by a processor. It may be software instruction sets or hardware



instruction sets depending on type of processing device, e.g . microprocessor, central

processing unit (CPU), digital signal processor (DSP) , a field programmable gate array

(FPGA), application specific integ rated circuit (AS IC) , or similar device.

With computer readable storage medium is meant any type of storage medium accessible

by a processing unit, and the storage medium may be of volatile and/or non-volatile type.

It should be noted that the word "comprising" does not exclude the presence of other

elements or steps than those listed and the words "a" or "an" preceding an element do not

exclude the presence of a plurality of such elements. It should further be noted that any

reference signs do not limit the scope of the claims, that the invention may be at least in

part im plemented by means of both hardware and software, and that several "means" or

"units" may be represented by the same item of hardware.

The above mentioned and described embodiments are only given as examples and

should not be limiting to the present invention . Other solutions, uses, objectives, and

functions within the scope of the invention as claimed in the below described patent

claims should be apparent for the person skilled in the art.

ABBREVIATIONS

BSC Base station controller

EUTRAN Evolved Utran

GERAN GSM EDG E Radio Access Network

GGSN Gateway GPRS support node

GW Gateway

IP Internet Protocol

LTE Long term evolution

PDN-GW packet data network GW

RNC Radio network controller

SAE System Architecture Evolution

SAS N service-aware support node

SLA Service Level agreement

UTRAN UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network



CLAI MS

1. A method for handling applications used in wireless comm unications network

(100) , in a gateway node (103) in the wireless com munications network,

comprising the steps of:

- providing access for a user equipment (101), i .e . UE , to an application

server (104) , i.e . APS ;

- providing download of an authenticated application to the UE , wherein the

application is authenticated using an authentication service (109) ;

- providing communication between a service on a packet data network and

the UE using the application ;

- identifying and authenticating the application used in the service using

packet inspection of comm unication packets and determ ining an

application identifier and authentication data located in the packets ;

- determining application statistics relating to the identified application ; and

- storing the application statistics in a database (105) .

2 . The method according to claim 1, further comprising a step of provid ing

authentication of the application using a cryptographic algorithm .

3 . The method according to claim 2 , further comprising a step of using at least one of

an Internet Protocol , i.e . IP, address, application identifier, and port num ber in the

cryptographic algorithm .

4. The method according to claim 2 , further com prising a step of using a uniform

resou rce locator, i.e. URL, in the cryptographic algorithm .

5 . The method according to claim 1, further com prising a step of reg istering an

application in an application reg istry related to the authentication service (109) .

6 . The method according to claim 1, further com prising a step of com paring the

determ ined application identifier and stored application identifiers in an application

reg istry related to the authentication service (109) .



7. The method according to claim 1, further comprising a step of charg ing a client

related to the UE for traffic related to the stored application statistics .

8 . The method according to claim 7 , further comprising a step of storing charging

data in a charging data record , i.e. CDR.

9 . The method according to claim 1, wherein the gateway node is one of gateway

GPRS support node, i.e . GGSN , Packet Data Network Gateway, i.e. PDN-GW, or

service aware support node, i.e. SAS N.

10 . The method according to claim 1, wherein the application identifier is embedded in

a protocol header.

1. The method according to claim 10 , wherein the protocol is at least one of:

- HTTP - Hypertext transfer protocol

- WAP - wireless application protocol

SIP - session management protocol

- IMAP - Internet Message Access Protocol

- SMTP simple mail transfer protocol

- POP post office protocol

FTP File transfer protocol

- Telnet

- SDP Session Description Protocol

- IRC - Internet Relay Chat

- RTP - Real-time transport protocol

- RTSP - Real Time Streaming Protocol

12. A node (103, 400) in a commu nications network (100) , com prisi ng :

- a processor (40 1);

- a com puter readable memory unit (402) ;

- a comm unications interface (404) ;

wherein the processor is configured to execute computer prog ram instruction

sets stored in the com puter readable memory unit and using the

comm un ications interface for:



i. providing access for a user equipment (101), i.e . UE , to an

application server (104) , i.e. APS;

i i . allowing download of an authenticated application to the UE,

wherein the application is authenticated using an authentication

service (109);

iii . providing communication between a service on a packet data

network and the UE using the application;

iv. identifying and authenticating the application used in the service

using packet inspection of comm unication packets and determining

an application identifier and authentication data located in the

packets;

v. determining application statistics relating to the identified

application ;

v i. storing the application statistics in a database (105) .

13 . A system for handling applications used in wireless comm unications network,

comprising a node (103, 400) according to claim 12 and a database (105)

com prising application identities and application authentication data and wherei

the database is located separate from the node.
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